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EDITOR’S NOTE

In “Victor Horta’s Vision: Art Nouveau and the Fusion of Function and Form,” Catherine Swofford describes the political import of Victor Horta’s architecture, writing:

An enlightened bourgeois class sought out a new artistic style to reflect their progressive political views and to separate themselves from the conservative elite. As is the goal of the client, when a pedestrian walks down a Belgian street and notices one of Horta’s profoundly different art nouveau houses, he presumes the owner to be . . . forward-thinking.

Just as an elaborate art nouveau townhouse signaled a forward-thinking occupant, so does an academic research journal mark, quite palpably, a forward-thinking university. Indeed, this tenth issue of Elements continues to signal the academic vibrancy of Boston College—premised upon intellectual curiosity and manifest throughout these pages.

Victor Horta paid meticulous attention to every single detail of his townhouses, straight down to the “door-knobs, air vents, railings, stained glass and cupboards.” For Horta, even the smallest features contributed to the overall appearance of the residence, rendering its architecture masterful and its symbolism complete. In emulating Horta, the staff of Elements has implemented several stylistic changes in this issue. Though small, these changes represent ongoing attempts to showcase better the academic research of Boston College students.

Another highlight of the Fall 2010 issue is the first ever foreign-language article to appear in Elements. “Mentira y honor: Los temas del teatro español en el Siglo de Oro,” written by Vlad Georgescu, reflects not only the widening scope of research being done at Boston College, but also an alternative approach to expressing this research.

With seven truly original articles, I am confident that this issue of Elements indicates well a “forward-thinking” university. It is my hope that you will peruse it in that same spirit!

Sincerely,

Brian Varian

BRIAN VARIAN

Editor-in-chief